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BeSkyer 5 Pieces Pet Cage Hammock Pet Hammock Pet Cats Hammock Soft Pet Bed Suitable for Ferret Hammock
Guinea Pig Hamster Gerbil Kittens Cats Cage

$14.99 $19.99 Add to wish list
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Product details

Service and support

Secure payment

Use SSL protocol to ensure payment security. When paying online, your payment information is protected.

Product description

What will receive: you will receive 5 pieces small pet cage hammock in 5 different style, enough quantity to meet your replacement needs, and you
can give it as a gift to a friend who has a small pet; Note: he load-bearing weight of this product does not exceed 10 kg
Size information: the size of this cat cage hammock is 15.7 x 19.7 inch/ 40 x 50 cm, which is suitable for small pets, such as cat, hamster, guinea
pig, rabbit, mini dog, chinchilla, hedgehog and more small animals
Size information: the size of this cat cage hammock is 15.7 x 19.7 inch/ 40 x 50 cm, which is suitable for small pets, such as cat, hamster, guinea
pig, rabbit, mini dog, chinchilla, hedgehog and more small animalsSize information: the size of this cat cage hammock is 15.7 x 19.7 inch/ 40 x 50
cm, which is suitable for small pets, such as cat, hamster, guinea pig, rabbit, mini dog, chinchilla, hedgehog and more small animals
Different styles: there are 5 hammocks are in different patterns, which are cute and charming, even more attractive to your little pets; When your
pet feels tired, it can provide a comfortable rest space for your pet, also a place for pets to play
Nice gift choice: as we all know, the pet is a man's friend, so this sugar glider hammock bed is the practical gift for you to give your friend's pet,
can also decorate your pet room with this cute and cool hammock for the summer season
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